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Book reviews

Pediatric Cardiology for Practitioners. By
M K Park. Pp 332: £34-50 hardback. Year
Book and Blackwell Scientific, 1984.

This reliatively comprehensive textbook of
paediatric cardiology is designed primarily
for the non-cardiologist, intent on impro-
ving his skills in clinical diaignosis. The
major emphasis has been pliaced on the
effective usc ol history taking, physical
examinaition, the electrocardiogram, and
the chest raidiograph. In addition there are
general sectionis on the pathophysiology of
the fetal and perinatal circulaition, left to
right shunts, obstructive and regurgitant
lesions, aind cyainotic hclrt disea.se. Also
included aire separate sections on specific
congenitall and acquired heairt lesions,
arrhythmias, heart disease in the neonate,
congestive heart fa'ilure, systemic and pul-
monalry hypertcnsion, and postopcrative
syndromes.

This is a very good book with excellent
sections on physical examination, the
electrocardiogram and arrhythmias, patho-
physiology aind the chest radiograph. For
the most patrt the aiuthor has achieved his
stated anims of providing ai teatching manuail
lor the noni-cairdiologist, although I believe
there is a. more logicall approach to the diag-
nosis of the neonaite and infant than that
conveyed in this text. Somewhatt surpri-
singly the importaint topic of the use of
prostaglandin in neonates with duct depen-
dent pulmonary or systemic blood flow is
severely neglected and 'prostaglandin' does
not aippealr in the index. In view of the fact
that in miany instainces an infusion of
prostalglandin El or E2 is initiated before a
baby being admitted to a cardiac unit, this
importaint area should have been dealt with
fully in a book of this type. My overall
impressioni is thatt the atuthor sees few
neonates and infiaints with mijor congenital
heart diseasc.

TIhe generail style of the book is one of
healdilngs aind lists which of necessity leads
to oversinplification in mainy instances.
TIhe didactic approach, furthermore, does
lead to some coiitcitious staitemnents and
there aire a Ifew coniditionis which aire
inadequitcly covcrcd.

It is intcrcsting that there aire no rcccit
rcfcrences from aluthors in the United
Kingdomil and hcrein lics the major prob-
lem for the would be British or European
readers and, indeed, many in the United

States. The approach used in the nomen-
clature of congenital heart defects is very
traiditionail and would be considered out of
date by many cardiologists on both sides of
the Atlantic. Certainly no self-respecting
paediatric cardiologist in the United King-
dom would use some of the terms and
classificaitions used in this text and for this
reason some sections are potentially con-
fusing and misleading to the non-
cardiologist, for whom this book has been
written.

MICIIAEI. RIGBY

Clinical Adolescent Medicine, Morbidity,
and Mortality. Edited by R B Shea.rin and
R L Wientzen. Pp 309: £28-)() hardbaick.
G K Hall Niedical Publishers, 1983.

This book has three parts, dealing with the
clinical, reproductive, aind psychosocial
aspects of adolescent care respectively.
The cssential characteristics ot growth,
sexuail maturation, and emotional changc
which form the physiological and psycholo-
gical basis of adolescent mcdicinic are not
described. Without them the book seems
to be incomplete and, at best, it can be
called a compendium of articles about
some conditions which occur in ado-
lescence.
The first chapter is devoted to cair-

diovascular disease, a stairting point that is
neither explained nor justified. It consists
of only 1() pages, three of them occupied by
diagrams or references and it is inevitably
too briel' to be helptful.

After an inauspicious stairt the book
improves a littie aind the second chapter oni
rcspiratory disease is a little more interest-
iig. It starts with some brief, ba.sic, unlex-
ceptionable information aibout asthma but
with Iew specific references to adolescence,
failing to mention important matters such
as the effect of asthma on career choice.
The reader would do better to consult a
generall medical text if he wants to know
about asthma, but towards the end ol the
chapter there is a fairly good review of late
cystic fibrosis.
A curious chapter on gaistrointestinal

disease follows in which oesophageal reflux
occupies as much space ias Crohn's disease
and ulcerative colitis together. Coeliac

disease does not get a mention, altho
there is a short section on acute pancre
tis, which has no special importanct
adolescence. Hepatitis gets its own t
but satisfactory chapter.
An essay on immunological diseas

partly concerned with adolescence
points out gaps in knowledge about
age group. It is followed by a chaptei
neoplastic disease which gives the
related incidence of the main tvpec
malignancy. Finally, in the first sec
there is a hotch potch called 'Miscellanc
Disorders' in which acne, diabetes, he
ache, haematuria, bed wetting, obe?
and several other matters are dealt wit
less than 20 pages of text.
The section concernied with the rc

ductive aspects of adolescent medi
consists of threc chapters on contracept
pregnancy, and sexually transmitted
ease. Their useluliness is limited by t
brevity but they are gencrally satisfaict
Taibes of incidence apply to the Un
States as in other parts of the book.

Psychosocial problems are covercd ii
disconnected essatys anid it seems that ti
was only minimal involvement of psycl
rists or psychologists in their productioi
chapter on accidents, the most impor
cause of mortality and morbidity
adolescence, is disaippointing. It contai
six page table of 'Anticipatory guidanet
.accident prevention in adolescents' b
aIlso contains some loosc, unsuppo
staitements about growth and developm
There is a chapter on alcohol use and al
and this is followed by a helpful revie'
drugs of abuse which includes 55 up to
references.

In the chapter on mental health
orders, suicide, the third leading cauK
death in adolescents, is accorded on
very brief mention. The same criti
aipplies to other important problems. I
can mental health disorders be revic
aidequately in a text of less than 20 pa.
The book ends with a chapter on

adolescent and the media and with a lIa
writing about the American juvenile jui
system.

It seems to this reviewer that the I
fails, partly because it tries to do too ni
in too short a space and partly becalu
does not confine itself solely to adolce
medicine.

F N BAM
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